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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent work of John Thompson, Michael Aschbacher [2], and John Walter 
has indicated the value and suggested the feasibility of classifying finite groups, 
G, withF*(G) quasisimple and O(C,(t)) g O(G) for some involution, t, of G. 
We call any finite group, G, unbalanced if O(C,(t)) $ O(G) for some involu- 
tion, t, of G. Work of Gorenstein, Walter, Goldschmidt, Harada, and 
Aschbacher shows that an unbalanced group, G, contains an involution, t, 
and a subnormal subgroup, K, of C,(t), with K/O(K) quasisimple and 
Aut K/Z*(K) un a anced. b 1 If G is a Known unbalanced group with F*(G) 
quasisimple, then F*(G)/Z(F*(G)) . is isomorphic to PSL(3,4), Held’s group, 
A, (n odd, n > 5) or a Chevalley group of odd characteristic. It is thus of 
interest in this context to consider finite groups, G, containing an involution, 
t, and a subnormal subgroup, K, of Cc(t) with K/O(K) g 2,. In this paper 
we make a contribution to the solution of this problem which should suffice 
for the purpose of classifying unbalanced groups. We remark (and prove in 
Corollary 1.5) that if G is any finite group containing a “maximal component,” 
K, with K/O(K) z A ,^ for some n > 8, then the determination of G follows 
easily from our results. For all practical purposes, this should dispose of the 
problem of “components” isomorphic to a, . 
We begin with some definitions. A finite group, H, is quasisimple if H is 
perfect and H/Z(H) is simple. A component of a finite group, G, is a sub- 
normal subgroup of G which is either quasisimple or isomorphic to A, or 
isomorphic to SL(2, 3). A 2-component, H, of G is a subnormal subgroup of G 
such that O(H) C 02’(H) and H/O(H) is a component of H/O(H). Let L+(G) 
denote the product of all 2-components of G and let L(G) = L+(G)cm). The 
basic properties of L(G) are established in [12], where our L(G) is denoted by 
L,,,,(G). The structure ofL+(G) will be exhibited in Lemma 2.4 of this paper. 
Let I(G) be the set of all involutions of G. If  H is a subgroup of G, t an 
involution of Hand L a 2-component of H, we call L G-intrinsic (or, simply, 
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intrinsic if the ambient group, G, is obvious) if t is in L and there is a 2-com- 
ponent, Lt, of Co(t) with t in Lt such that L, = O(L,) 02’(CJt)). For any 
subgroup, H, of G, 2(H) d enotes the set of all nonsolvable 2-components of 
centralizers of involutions of H and 20(H) the subset of Z(H) consisting of 
G-intrinsic 2-components. Let A’- be a set of isomorphism classes of quasi- 
simple groups and call a 2-component, L, of type X if L/O(L) is isomorphic 
to a member of some class of X. Let Z(H) be the set of all members of 8(H) 
of type Z. Let K(H) d enote the product of all 2-components of H of type X. 
For H, a subgroup of G, define L,(H) to be the product of all G-intrinsic 
2-components of H and let K,(H) = K(H) n L,,(H). We call an involution, 
t, X-intrinsic if t E K,(C,(t)). 
We can now state our main theorem once we have introduced the quasi- 
simple groups which are protagonists therein. A, is the alternating group of 
degree n and A, is the perfect 2-fold covering group of A, . MC is the simple 
group discovered by J. McLaughlin, having the property that if t EI(Mc), 
then CMC(t) g as; and Gc is the perfect 3-fold covering group of MC. 
LyS is the simple group predicted by R. Lyons and constructed by C. Sims, 
having the property that if t E I(LyS), then C&t) g a,, . For H a subgroup 
of some ambient group, G, and M a 2-component of H of type MC or LyS, 
we call M G-intrinsic (or, simply, intrinsic) if, for s EI(M), C,(s) covers an 
intrinsic 2-component of C,(s) modulo core. For the statement of Theorem 1.1 
and in Section 6, we shall use the term G-intrinsic in the broadest sense and 
interpret the definitions of the previous paragraph in this broad context. 
Elsewhere, we shall use the narrower meanings of the previous paragraph. 
The proof of the following theorem will occupy most of this paper. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a finite group. Let X = {[A,], n 3 8, [MC], 
[&I, [LyS]}. Let t E I(G). Then K&C,(t)) C K,(G). 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a jinite group with F*(G) quasisimple. Suppose 
that for some involution, t, of G, C,(t) h as an intrinsic 2-component of type a, 
for some n > 8. Then F*(G) is isomorphic to MC or to l% or to LyS or to A,, . 
COROLLARY 1.3. Assume the hypotheses of Corollary 1.2 and suppose that 
for some 4-subgroup, (u, v>, of G, O(C,((u, w})) g O(C,(v)). Then G g LyS 
or F*(G) g A-, for some odd n. 
We make some remarks on the case of unbalanced groups. The following 
notation is due to J. Thompson. Let G be a finite group and define the 
following sets. 
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I’ = {(u, v) I u, v, uv ~4’3, O(C,((u, v>)) !Z O(C&>)>, 
w, v> = O(CG((% v>)), 
L?(u, v) = {L a 2- corn p onent of C,(U) 1 [L, D(u, v)] $ O(L)}. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let G be a finite group with F*(G) quasisimple and I’ # 4. 
Suppose that ifL E 2’(u, v) for some (u, v) E r, then Aut L/Z*(L) is a “known” 
unbalancedgroup. If L E 2’(u, v) with L/O(L) g A ,^ for some n 2 8, then either 
G z LyS orF*(G) s A ,^ for some odd m, m > 9. 
Proof. It will suffice to show that for some involution, w, of G, C,(w) contains 
an intrinsic 2-component, K, with K/O(K) s A ,^ for some m > 8. Now D(u, v) 
normalizes L but does not centralize L/O(L). Let w ~I(cz,(,,(D(u, v) x (u))) 
and let L, be a 2-component of C,(w). Then D(u v) C C,(w) and 
[L, , D(u, v)] g O(L,). Let K be a component of C,(w)/O(C,(w)) into which 
L,O(Co(w))/O(Co(w)) projects faithfully and let K be a 2-component of 
C,(w) with K = KO(C,(w))/O(C,(w)). Th en, as W4 4 C 0(G,~~~(<u, v>), 
D(u, v) normalizes K but does not centralize K. Thus K is an unbalanced 
intrinsic 2-component of C,(w). As LWO(C(w))/O(C(w)) projects faithfully 
into K and as K is “known” by hypothesis, Kg &, for some m 3 8 and 
we are done. 
As a minimal counterexample to a theorem classifying unbalanced groups, 
G, with F*(G) quasisimple will satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 1.4, we 
conclude that in a minimal counterexample, 9(u, v) contains no 2-component, 
L, with L/O(L) s A ,^ , for all n 3 8 and (u, v) E I’. 
In an earlier draft of this paper, we considered finite groups with a 
“maximal” 2-component, L, such that L/O(L) g Aa for some n > 8 or 
L/O(L) s MC or L/O(L) E LyS. We shall make the relevant definitions here 
and show that Theorem 1.1 of this paper subsumes our previous results. 
The arguments in this paper are almost identical with those in our previous 
manuscript. 
Let G be a finite group. If L E Z(G) and t EI(C,(L/O(L))), let L(t) = 
OP’(CL(t) O(Co(t))). We define a relation, <<, on Y(G) as follows: 
K <L if there exists a &subgroup, (s, t>, of G with K a 2-component of 
Cc(s), L a 2-component of Co(t), t E C,(K/O(K)) and K(t) CL; 
orifK =L. 
We extend < to an equivalence relation, <, on Z(G) and let Y*(G) be the 
set of maximal elements of Z(G) under <. We can now state our previous 
theorem and derive it from Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let G be aJinitegroup. Let Z = {[MC], [l&l, [LyS], [A,] 
for n > 8). Suppose that if K E X(G) and L E Z’(G) with K < L, then 
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L E Y-(G). Then, if t EI(G), K(C,(t)) C K(G). In particular, ;f F*(G) is 
quasisimple and x(G) # (6, then [F*(G)] E S?. 
Proof. Let t EI(G) and L E K(C(t)). We have to show that L C K(G). 
If L/O(L) E A, , let s E 1(2*(L)). 0th erwise, let s be any involution of L. Let 
L, = L(C,(s)). By the L-Balance Theorem of Gorenstein and Walter 
(Theorem 2.6 of this paper), L, C L(C(s)). Let L(s) = L(C(s))/O(L(C(s))). 
As z, is a 2-component of CK)(t), either z, 2 K, a component of L(s), or 
z, C R x Kt with K a component of L(s) and R z L, . Let K be a 2-com- 
ponent of L(C(s)) with KO(L(C(s)))/O(L(C(s))) = K. In the former case, K is 
G-intrinsic as s E K. Also, by the ordering hypothesis, K is of type Z. Thus 
K C K(G) by Theorem 1.1. So L = [L, LS] C K(G). In the latter case, K is 
again of type %. Let u E 1(2*(K)), KU = L(C,(u)). As s E L(C(u)), we deduce 
that K, covers a G-intrinsic component, J, of C(U). Thus J C K(G). Then 
K = [K, KU] c K(G) and Kt C K(G). So L, C K(G) and, finally, L C K(G). 
Our notation follows [9] except that we use Huppert’s notation for central 
products (H Y K) and for crown products (H A K). 
The author wishes to thank Professors Glauberman, Fong, Thompson, 
Gilman, and Finkelstein for helpful comments. Most especially, we thank 
Professor David Goldschmidt for many valuable conversations and for hosting 
the summer conference at which most of this work was accomplished. 
2. GENERAL RESULTS ON BALANCE AND MAXIMAL COMPONENTS 
In this section we extend a result of Goldschmidt on constructing balanced 
signalizers functors and we extend the L-Balance Theorem of Gorenstein and 
Walter. The definitions and notational conventions continue those of 
Section 1. In addition, for t E I(G), we write C, for C,(t), L, for L(C,), Qt for 
O,,,,(CJ, X, for O,(C,), and Kt for K(C,). 
The following theorem generalizes a result of Goldschmidt [7]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a finite group, B an elementary 2-subgroup of G 
of 2-rank at least 3 and A a subgroup of B of 2-rank at least 2. Suppose that 
A C QbKb for all b E B#. Suppose that 
[&J& n X, , AI C %, for all 6, b, E B*. 
Define B(C,) = [X, , A](O(C,(A)) n C,) for b E B#. Then 0 is a bakznced, 
solvable B-signalizer functor. Thus W, = (e(C,) 1 b E B#) has odd order. 
Moreover, W, = (X, / a E A#) c W, . 
Proof. For a E A, C,(A) C C, . Thus X, r\ C,(A) C O(Co(A)). Thus 
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X, = [X, , A] CxJA) C [X, , A] 0(15’,(A)) = O(C,) for all a E A. Hence 
it is enough to show that 0 is balanced. Let b, b, E B#. Set H = Cb, , J = 
H n t9(C,), i7 = H/O(H). 
Now / = [J, A] C,(A) and [I, A] C [e(C,), A] = [X, , A] _C X, . As 
A _C Q~,K~, > [J, AI C Q+, n 4 . As [J, A] has odd order, [J, A] C 
Xb,Kb, n X, . Thus [J, A] = [J, A, A] C Xb, . Then [J, A] = [J, A, A] _C 
FG, , AI C W’,J. 
Thus it remains to show that C,(A) _C S(CQ. We prove, in fact, that 
Co(A) n 0(C,) _C 0(&(A)) for all b E B+. Set X = [X, , A]. As e(C,) = 
.X(0(&(A)) n C,), it is enough to show that C,(A) _C O(Co(A)). By 
Goldschmidt [7, Theorem 2.31, C,(A) = (Co(A) n [Cx(a), A] / a E A#). 
Set X(a) = [C*(u), A]. It will suffice to show that C,(,)(A) C O(Co(A)). As 
A C QaKa and X(a) = [X(a), A], it follows as before that X(a) _C X, . Thus 
C,(,)(A) _C Co(A) n X, C 0(&(A)). Thus C,(A) C 0(&(A)). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G, B, A, Z?(G) and t9(C,) be us in Theorem 2.1. 
Suppose that A C QbKb for all b E B#. Let Kt, = Qr,Kb/X,, . Suppose that for 
all b, 6, E B# and every normal quasisample subgroup, K, of Kb,, [O,(CE(b)), A] = 
(1). Then t9(C,) is a balanced B-signalizer functor. 
Proof. We must show that for all b, b, E B#, [X,IKa, n X, , A] C X6, . 
Let X = [XblK,, n X, , A]. Set 
Let p, be the projection map of &,, onto xi . Let X be the image of X in ffbl . 
Thenp,(X) = [p,(X), A] 5 [O,(Cgi(b)), A] = (1). Hence X = (1). Thus 
X C Z*(X,IK,l). Hence X _C X,,, . 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let G, B, A, Z(G) and e(C,) be us in Theorem 2.1. 
Suppose that A C QhKD for all b E B#. Suppose that sf K is a quusisimple com- 
ponent of Kb for some b E B# and s E I(aut K), then O,(C,(s)) C O,(K). Then 0 
is a balanced B-signulizer functor. 
We shall also need an extension of the L-Balance Theorem of Gorenstein 
and Walter to a larger group, L+(G), which we now construct. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be u$nitegroup with O,(G) = (I). 
(1) G has a unique maximal normal subgroup, NI , which is isomorphic to 
a centralproduct of A&‘s. 
(2) G has a unique maximal normal subgroup, Nz , which is isomorphic 
to a direct product of AI’s. 
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Proof. Suppose that H and K are normal direct (or central) products of 
Aq)s (or Als). Let GI = (H, K) a G. Then O,(G) = (1). Thus we may 
assume that G = HK. Write H = HI Y H, Y .** Y H,, with HI s A, 
(or a,) and suppose that j H I2 > j K I2 . By the Krull-Schmidt Theorem, 
Hi0 = Hi for all g E G, 1 < i, j < n. Suppose that Hi n K C .Z(HJ and 
Hik f Hi for some k E K. Let t be a noncentral 2-element of Hi and let 
h E Hi of order 3. Then t-ltk E K. Thus (t-ltk)h = (P)-lP E K. Hence 
t-lth E Hi n K C Z(Hi), a contradiction. Thus if Hi n K 2 Z(Hi), Hi a G. 
Thus if h E Hi of order 3 and k E K, h-lh” E Hi n K C Z(H,). Hence h = hL 
for all h E Hi of order 3, k E K. Hence K centralizes Hi . Let Ho = C,(Hi). 
Then C,(HJ = H,K and G = Hi Y C,(HJ. By induction, H,,K is a direct 
(or central) product of A,‘s (or A4’s). Thus G is. Thus we may assume that 
Hi n K 2 Hi’ for all i. Hence H’ C K. Thus H’ = K’. Suppose x E K of 
order 3. Suppose that x permutes HI , H, , and H3. Then 
[H,YH,YH,,x,x]C[K,x]CK’. 
But [HI Y H, Y H3, x, ZC] is not a 2-group. Thus x normalizes each Hi . 
But then for some h = h,h, ... h, with h, E Hi , h-lx centralizes 
HI’ Y H,’ Y ... Y H,’ = O,(G). 
Thus x = h E H. So K C H. Thus HK has the required form in all cases. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a finite group with O,,(G) = (1). Let NI and NZ 
be as in Lemma 1.4. Define E+(G) = E(G) Y NI Y IV2 . 
Let G be any finite group. Define L+(G) = E+(G mod O,(G)). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let Y a X. Then L+(Y) 9 L+(X). 
Proof. Set X = X/O(X). ThenL+(X) = L+(X). Let y = YO(X)/O(X)a X. 
As O(Y) 1 O(X) n Y, O(Y) = O(Y) 0(X)/O(X). Thus 
L+(y mod O(Y)) = L+(Y) 0(X)/O(X) = L+(Y). 
Hence, we may assume that O(X) = (1). But, then, as L+(Y) char Y g X, 
L+(Y) II L+(x). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G be a $nite group, B a 2-subgroup of G. Then 
02’(L+(C,(B))) _C 02’(L+(G)) O,,,,(G). 
In particular, L(C,(B)) C L(G). 
Also, if (s, t) is a 4-subgroup of G, then Oz’(L+(C, n L+(C,))) C 
02’w+(cs)) 02,,2(CJ 
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Proof. Let Y = Co(B). As O(Y) > O(G) n Y, we can reduce as before to 
the case O(G) = (1). Set M =L+(G)O,(G). Then C,(M) _C C&(G)O,(G)) = 
2(0,(G)). Choose B maximal among 2-subgroups of G for which the theorem 
fails and set L = L+(C,(B)). Suppose that B E Syl,(MB). As O,(G) _C B, 
we have L _C C,(O,(G)). Al so, L centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup, B, , of 
L+(G). Thus, by Glauberman [5], 02’(L) centralizes L+(G). Thus, 02’(L) _C 
Co(M) C O,(G), a contradiction. 
Thus, if T E Syl,(BN,(B)), B < T. By choice of B, 02’(L+(C,(T))) _C 
Oz’(M). Set X = L n M. Then X g N,(B). Suppose that ,& is a component 
of E = L/O(L) such that Li’ _C X. Then, if g E N,(B), we have (&‘)g C X. 
Thus, if X0 is the product of all components, zj , of e with zj’ C X, then 
(X&g = X0 for all g E N,(B). Let x1 be the complement to X,, in z. Then, 
by the Krull-Schmidt Theorem, (X,)g = X, for all g E N,(B). Let Xi be the 
full inverse image of X1 in L. Then X1 a N,(B) and X, n M _C X, n X C 
Z*(L). As T _C BN,(B) _a N,(B), we have [X, , T] _C X, n MB C Z*(L). 
Let X1 = E,, Y fl1 Y xa , where &, = L(xI), Ni is a central product of &‘s 
and Ha is a direct product of A,‘s. Now [ma , T] _C n2 n 2(X;) = (1). 
Also, by the Three-Subgroups Lemma [E,, , T] = [[I?, ,&J, T] = (1). Let 
z E fir of order 3, t E T. Then %--Yt = I E Z(mr). Thus x = 9, whence T 
centralizes every 3-element of Nr . So [A& , T] = (1). Thus, [Xi , T] = (l), 
whence [X, , TJ C O&X,). Hence, X, = (0,(X,) n M) C,JT). As 
X1 a N,(B), we have L+(Cxl(T)) g L+(C,(T)) by Lemma 2.5. Thus, 
02’(Cxl( T)) = 02’(L+(CxI( T))) _C 02’(L+(C,(T))) C 02’(M). 
Thus, 02’(X,) C M. Now, X,X, = L and 02’(X,) C 02’(M). Thus, 
02’(L) _C 02’(M). 
3. GENERAL REDUCTIONS 
In this section, we prove certain initial reductions for Theorem 1 .I in a 
general context which should be of use for other problems of this sort. 
Throughout this section, s will denote a set of isomorphism classes of 
quasisimple groups with the property that if [K] E x and L is a quasisimple 
group having K as homomorphic image, then [L] E z&. G will be a minimal 
counterexample to the following assertion. 
(*) Let G be a$nitegroup zuith t E I(G). Then K,(C,) C K(G). 
We remark that the notion of G-intrinsicity is used here in the narrow sense. 
Thus, if L is an intrinsic 2-component, then j Z*(L)1 is even. 
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LEMMA 3.1. G is a simple group. 
Proof. As G is a counterexample to (*), X0(G) # +. Let L E X0(G) 
be intrinsic for the involution t, with L e K(G). By Theorem 2.6, L CL(G). 
Thus, by induction, G = L(G). Also, O(G) = (1). If t E Z(G), then K(C) C 
K(G).Thus, t $2(G), whenceLZ(G)/Z(G) is a G/Z(G)-intrinsic 2-component 
of Co,,(,)(tZ(G)) of type X. Thus, if Z(G) # (l), then LZ(G)/Z(G) C 
K(GIZW by d t in UC ion. But then, as X is closed under perfect central 
extensions, L 2 K(G), contrary to fact. Thus Z(G) = (1) and G = 
L, x L, x ... x L, with Li simple. As L is a 2-component of Ct, L C Li 
for some i. Thus, L is an L,-intrinsic 2-component of CL,(t) of type Y and 
Li is not of type %. Thus Li is a counterexample to (*), whence G = Li . 
LEMMA 3.2. Let H be a proper subgroup of G and let t E I(H). Then 
K,(C,(t)) C K(H). In particular, if (s, t) is a 4-subgroup of G, then 
Proof. This is immediate by induction. 
We now investigate the implications of a hypothesis which is satisfied in 
our case when intrinsic 2-components of type An do not “pump up” to 
2-components of type MC or type LyS; i.e., when there are no intrinsic 
2-components of type MC or of type LyS. Thus, we assume that the following 
condition holds in G. 
(**) I f  L E X0(G), then L E Y*(G). 
Now the conclusion of (*) improves to the following. 
Thus, were (*) true in G, we would have Z*(K,(C,)) C Z(G). It is thus a 
reasonable goal to try to show that if z E I(G) and z E Z E Syl,(K,(C,)), then 
Z is strongly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. We pick such a z and Z and 
let N = Arc(Z). W e continue the notation C, , L, , Kt from Section 2. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let SEI(N) with [K,,(N), s] C O(K,(N)). Then C, = 
WCs) Cd4 Z = W&W)) E SY~,(O,~.~WWN- 
Proof. Clearly K,,(Czl) = O(K,(C,J) K,(N) for all zr E Z#. As [s, zr] = 1, 
K,,(Co((s, x1)) C K,,(C,) by Lemma 3.2 and (**). In particular, 2; E Z*(K,,(C,))) 
Thus, K&C,) = O(Ko(G))Ko(G(<s, +), whence Z E Sy12(Z*(Ko(Cs))). 
Thus C, = O(C,) N,.(Z). In particular, this shows that 
Z = O,Wo(W) E SY~~O~~,,&(W)). 
481/33/3-g 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let s E I(N) with K&C,(s)) # (1). Then L+(C,) = 
o(L+(c,))(L+(cs) n w. 
Proof. K,,(CK,,(.&)) L 4,(s). Thus, if x0 E W(Ko(CKo(N)(s)))), then 
z0 E Z*(L+(C,)). Thus, L+(C,) = O(L+(C,)) CL+(Cs)(~O). By Lemma 3.3, 
Cz, = O(CzO) C,(z,). Clearly, O(Czg) n L+(C,) C O(L+(C,)). Thus, L+(C,) = 
O(L+(C,))(N n L+(G)). 
Now let S E Syl,(N), T = S n K,(N). Suppose that C,(T) C 
cN(~oPwwoGYN~ 
LEMMA 3.5. S E Syl,(G). 
Proof. Let S C So E Syl,(G). Z(S,) = 2, c C,(Z) C N. Thus, by hypo- 
thesis, 2, _C C,(K,,(N)/O(K,(N))). Then by Lemma 3.3, Co(Z,,) = 
O(Cc(Z,,)) C,&-0). As S, C Cc(Zo), I G(Zo)lz = I G 12. Thus, SE SYW). 
LEMMA 3.6. ZG n S # 2. 
Proof. If 2 is strongly closed in S with respect to G, then 9(G) C 
(PSL(2, q) j q = 5 or q = 3%) by Goldschmidt [S]. Thus 9(G) contains no 
intrinsic 2-components, contrary to hypothesis. 
Lemma 3.6 guarantees the existence of “unexpected” fusion from N - 2 
into 2. In Section 5, we examine the implications of this fact in the case that 
the components of K,(N) are of type a, for some n > 8. First, we collect 
some needed facts about a, , MC and LyS. 
4. PROPERTIES OF A,,&, MC AND Ly 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that n 3 8. 
(1) A, is a simple group. Aut A, E S, , the symmetric group of degree n. 
A,, is the universal covering group of A,, . An involution in A, lifts to an involu- 
tion in A-,, if and only if it is a product of 4m transpositions for some integer m >, 1. 
There are two nonisomorphic perfect central extensions of Z, by S,, . 
(2) Let S, b e a p f  t er ec central extension of Z, by S,, . Let s --+ s denote 
the projection of .!?* onto S, . Let s E Sn with s E I(S,). Let { 1,2 ,..., m> be the 
fixed points of s in the standard permutation representation of S, . Then 
L(Cjn(s)) E A, if m > 5 and L(c~~(s)) = (1) if m < 4. L+(c~~(s)) E A,,, 
a~m>4andn-m>8.L+(C~n(~))=(1)zfm,(3andn>10. 
Suppose that s = (12)(34) *.. (2k - 1,2k) for some k >, 3. Then C,“(S) 
contains a subgroup isomorphic to A, . 
(3) Suppose that n = 4m + r with 0 < r < 3. Let s E 9, with 
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s = (12)(34) ... (4~2 - 1, 4~2). Let H = Csn(s), Hu = CA,(S), I? = H/Z(S,), 
ET0 = Ho/Z(dn). 
Ifr-Oor1, thenA=E*L, where E=E,z,-l, LgS,,, and E, 
as L-module, is the trace 0 submodule of the natural permutation module. 
R. = E.L’. 
Ifr=2,thenIIEE.LxZ,andH,rE.L. 
Ifr =3,thenRrE.L x S,andI&,sE.LA&,. 
The only nonsolvable section of Csn(s) is isomorphic to A,, . I f  n is a normal 
subgroup of I? or II,, and s is the unique involution of m, then either m = (s) or 
r=3andNgZZ,. 
(4) Let S E Syl,(S,), T = S n &, . Then C,(T) = Z(d,). 
Proof. For (l), see [17]. For the basic structure of centralizers of involu- 
tions in S, and A,, see [15]. If s = (12)(34) ... (2k - 1,2k), then CsI(s) 
contains R g Sk permuting the pairs {i, i + l} for i odd, 1 < i < 212 - 1. 
If t EI(R’), then t moves 4j pairs for some j; hence t moves 8j points. Thus 
t Ed by part (1). Thus Cs*(s) >_ H’ s A, . Part (2) follows from this and 
[15]. We also deduce, in case (3), the following information about H = Csn(s) 
and H, = CA,(i). Let M be the natural permutation module for S,, . If r = 0 
or1,thenH=M.LandH,,=E.L.Ifr=2,thenHsM.LxZZ,and 
H,= M*L. If r = 3, then Hg M.L x Sa and H,,g M.LAS,. Let 
(z) = Z(&). If t E a, with t = (13)(24), then [s, t] = z. Thus g has 
index 2 in H and pa has index 2 in H, . It follows that if r = 0 or 1, then 
no = E . L’. As (13)(24)(56) E g - H, , g = E . L if r = 0 or 1. If r = 2, 
then we add (13)(24)(56)(4m + 1,4nz + 2) to R0 and to R. Thus a, = E . L 
and R s E L x Z, . If r = 3, we add (4m + 1,4m + 2,4m + 3) to R,, 
and to a. Thus & g E . L A S, and i? E E . L x S, . The remainder of 
part (3) is immediate from this. For part (4), let (z) = Z(&) and let s E S 
with s = (12)(34) ... (2m - 1, 2m). If m 3 2 and t E T with t = (13)(24), 
then [s, t] = z. In any case, [s, t] # 1. Thus s $ C,(T). Thus C,(T) = (z). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 8 < n < 11. Let (z) = Z(A,). 
(1) ,,(A,) = 4. 
(2) Let s E S, with s = (12)(34)(56). I f  n = 8, then CA,(s) G GL(2, 3). 
I f  n = 9, C2,(s) GX GL(2, 3) A Ss . CA,(s) = ((12)(34), (34)(56), (135)(246), 
(13)(24)(56)(78), (78%). 
(3) Let s E S, with s = (12)(34)(56)(78). I f  n = 8 or 9, then CA,(s) s 
(Qs x G) . 4. CA,(S) = <(12)(34)> (12)(56), (12)(78), (13)(24)(57)(68), - - 
UWWW8), UW(2‘W). CA&) = <G,(s), WWW)P, 10)). C&) = 
<c4,,(s), (9, 10, 11)). 
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(4) Let s E S, with s = (12)(34)(56)(78)(9, lo), n = 10 or 11. CA,(s) g 
Ps Y 8s) . 4. CA,(S) = #2)(34), (12)(56), (12)(78), (12)(9, lo), 
(WCWW9V9, WKWWQ (13)(W(W(6, lo)). 
Proof. This follows from direct calculation. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let (z) = 2(/&J. Let s E & with ~EI(S,). Let s = 
(12)(34) ... (2m - 1, 2~2). 
(1) L+(Csn(s)) z A l^a--Sm ;f n 2 2m + 4, m # 3. 
L+(Cs (s)) = (1) 2.n ,< 2m + 3, m # 3. 
L+(CsI(s)) z a, Y &--2m zf n 3 2m + 4, m = 3. 
L+(Cgn(s)) s A, if n < 2m + 3, m = 3. 
(2) Z(L+(C$n(s))) C (z). z is a square is CA,(~). 
Proof. Part (1) follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. So does the fact that 
Z(L+(Cjn(s))) C (z). If m > 2 and t E An with t = (12)(34), then [s, t] = 1 
and t2 = z. If m = 1 and t E a, with t = (34)(56), then [s, t] = 1 and t2 = z. 
THEOREM 4.4. (McLaughlin-Lyons-Sims-Janko-S. K. Wong-Gorenstein- 
Harada). 
(1) Suppose that G is a Jinite group with Z*(G) = (1) and 
G(w,~(G(t>> Gz 44 
for some t E I(G). Then G G MC. 
(2) Suppose that G is a Jinite group with Z*(G) = (1) and 
cG(w24G(t>) six 41 
for some t E I(G). Then G s Ly. 
(3) Suppose that G is afinitegroup with C,(t)/O,(C,(t)) z A,Jor n = 9 
or 10, t EI(G). Then t E Z*(G). 
Proof. See [ll], [13], [14], and [16]. 
LEMMA 4.5. (1) 1 aut MC : MC 1 = 2. Aut MC bus two classes of involu- 
tions. If t E I(Mc), then C&t) e as . If s ~I(aut MC) and s $ MC, then 
CM,(S) GE J41 * In particular, if SE Syl,(aut MC), Z(S) C MC. & is the 
universal covering group of MC. 
(2) Ly = aut Ly. Ly has Schur multiplier 1. Ly has one class of involu- 
tions. Ifs eI(Ly), C,,(s) s a,, . 
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(3) Let H gg M c or Ly. Let s, t EI(H) with s # t, st = ts. Then 
H = (CH(S)> C&b 
Proof. We refer the reader to [4] and [16] for the subgroup structure of 
MC and Ly. Thompson has determined the Schur multiplier of MC and 
Lyons determines the Schur multiplier of Ly and the automorphism group 
of Ly in [16]. In particular, as a, and ai1 are universal, the Schur multipliers 
of MC and Ly have odd orders. This is the only fact that we need. 
We now prove (3). Let H,, = (CH(s), CH(t)). Then clearly Z*(H,,) has 
odd order. Also CH,(s) = C,(s). Thus H,/O(H,) z H by Theorem 4.4. 
Thus H, = H. 
The automorphism group of the McLaughlin graph, r, , is M, with 
MC C &&, C aut MC, / n/r, : MC 1 = 2. Suppose that r E aut MC - m,, . Then 
r normalizes H = C,,(s) for some s E I(H). Adjusting r by an element of rVr, , 
we may assume that r centralizes H. Let t E I(H), t # s, Then r normalizes 
HI = C,,(t) and centralizes CH,(s). It follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 
that r acts on HI like some element of (s, t). Thus r or rt centralizes Hand HI . 
Thus r or rt centralizes (H, HI) = MC. Thus aut MC = M,, . As s, has 
exactly one class of involutions not in as , M,, has exactly one class of involu- 
tions not in MC. Let t be such an involution. Conway’s group, .3, is a transitive 
extension of MO . It is easily seen that C.,(t) s Z, x M,, and, thus, that 
C,(t) g Z, x M,, . As 1 M,, j2 < 1 MC j2 , t is not a central involution of Ma . 
LEMMA 4.6. (1) Let G = 2, for n = 8 or 11. Let S E Syl,(G). Then 
G = (N,(E) 1 E !Z J(S), m,(E) >, 2, E abelien). 
(2) Let H = MC or Ly. Let S~syl,(H). Then H = (N,(E) ( EC 
J(S), m,(E) > 2, E abelian). 
Proof. (1) By [l l] A(S) contains two elementary subgroups of rank 4. Let A 
and B be the projections of these groups into A, . Let r = (12)(34)(56)(78), 
s = (13)(24)(57)(68), t = (15)(26)(37)(48). We may assume that A = 
(r, s, t) and that Z](S) = (r). It is easy to see that H = N,JA) E 
E8 * GL(3,2). As H is a maximal subgroup of A, and NAB(B) $ H, A, = 
<N&9, Ks(W>. Al so G,, = &JA), &JB)) e S, A S, . Now y = 
(WW(W(9, 10) E c~JzJ(s>>. As (7,8, 11) E CA,,(n) and ((7, 8, 111, 
(9, 10, 11)) z A, , Gr = (G,, , C,ll(~)) contains an A, on {1,2 ,..., S} and 
A, on (7, 8, 9, 10, 11). It follows easily that G1 is 2-transitive on (1, 2,..., 111 
and that the pointwise stabilizer of (9, 10, ll} is isomorphic to & . Thus 
1 Gr 1 > 11 . 10 * $(8!) . Thus 1 A,, : Gl 1 < 9 whence G1 = A,, . 
(2) Set H,, = (N,(E) I EC J(S), m,(E) > 2, E abelian). By (l), 
H,, > C,(z) for x E Zj(S)s. By [Ill, m,(ZJ(S)) = 2. Thus, H, = H by 
Lemma 4.5, part 3. 
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5. THE {MC, LyS}-FREE CASE 
For the remainder of this paper, G will be a minimal counterexample to 
Theorem 1.1. We also fix n as the largest integer such that there exists L E ZO(G) 
with L/O(L) s d, . In this section we treat the case where G has the following 
property. 
(A) IfL E Zoo(G) withL/O(L) g & , thenL E Z*(G). 
We remark that by virtue of our induction hypothesis, (A) holds whenever 
n q! (8, 1 I} or there are no G-intrinsic 2-components of type MC or of type 
LyS. For this section, we let 9’” = {[A ,^]). Th e induction hypothesis guaran- 
tees that (**) holds. We collect in Lemma 5.1 the implications of these facts 
which were established in Section 3. 
LEMMA 5.1. (a) G is a simple group. 
(b) I f  H is aproper subgroup of G, then K&C,(t)) _C K,,(H). 
(c) If  (s, t) is a Q-subgroup of G, then K,(C,((s, t}) C K,(C,) n K,,(C,). 
We now pick z E 2 E Syl,(Z*(K,(C,))) and let N = No(Z), S E Syl,(N), 
T = S n K,,(N). We remark that C,(T) C C,(K,(N)/O(K,(N)) by Lemma 
4.1(4). Lemma 5.2 summarizes the conclusions of Lemmas 3.3-3.6. 
LEMMA 5.2. (a) 2 = O@&(N)) E Syl,(O,~,,(K,,(N))). 
(b) I f  s EI(N) with [K,,(N), s] C O&,(N)), then C, = O(C,) C,(s). 
(c) Ifs E I(N) with &(CKOw(s)) # cl), then 
L+(C,) = O(L+(C,))(N n L+(C,)). 
(4 S E Sol,. 
(e) ZG n S # 2. 
We now fix s E N - Z with sG n Z # $. Then s is X-intrinsic. The tension 
in this problem is generated by the fact that an involution Y E C,(s) must act 
very differently on K,,(C,) and K,,(N). If there are “enough” such involutions, 
we can force a contradiction, namely that s E 2. We make this “different” 
action more precise in the following lemmas. First let us set N = N/0(&(N)) 
and use bars for homomorphic images in fl. Let K,(N) = X1 Y Aa Y ... Y & 
with xi G A ,^ . 
LEMMA 5.3. s E NN(&) for 1 < i < k. (xi , s)/Z(JJ is isomorphic to A,, 
OY to s, . Also, s jixes at most three points in the usual permutation representation 
Of (Ji ) S)/Z(Ai). 
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Proof. Suppose that / Z*(L+(C,J,,(S)))/ is even. By Theorem 2.6, 
02’(L+(C,0~,~(s))) C L+(C,) O,,,,(C,). Then, by Corollary 4.3(2), 
z, = z r‘\ z(L+(G&v)(4)) c c,+,,J,(~,(c,)!o(~“(c,))). 
But then, &(C,) = O(K,,(C,))(K,(C,) n K,(N)), whence in particular, 
s E Z*(K,(N)), a contradiction. Thus, if s normalizes & , then s fixes at most 
three points in the usual permutation representation of (Ai , Q/Z($). Also, 
if ($)” = &, then Z(& = Z(xj) = (gii). 
It remains to show that s does not permute components of K,(N). Suppose 
that (Ji)‘= s2 and CA,&)‘= A,.PickhEl(C,l,z(s)) with IZ*(L+(CAlA2)(y))l 
even. Now, CA,a,(S)’ CL, . Suppose first that 
Then s E: .Z*(K,,(C~)), hence 
L+K4,.4,(Y)) = o(L+(C,,~,(Y)))(L+(C,,,Z(r)> n Cd 
As CA,@)’ G A,, 02(A,A2) = (zi2) g C,+,,(S)‘. But, on the other hand, 
we must have 
042) = 02(G++(c.+j,(d4) c G+~CAIApw’ 
a contradiction. Thus, there must be two components, B, and B, , of K,(C,), 
interchanged by zi2 , with 
c4,,4,w = Gg3,(%2)‘. 
Let K = C,(A,A,/O(A,A,)) and suppose that there exists a 4-subgroup, 
(32 9 r), in C,(s). Now xi2 E Z*(K,(C,)). Also, (2i2 , r) acts on 
K,(C,)/Z”(K,(C,)) = Bl x 8, x ... x 8, 
and (aI2 , r) centralizes (&(&i)zl~ 1 6, E B,) C 8, x B2 . Thus, by the 
Krull-Schmidt Theorem, (zi2 , r) normalizes .f3, x 8, and we may assume 
that r centralizes 8, x 8,. Then, by the Three Subgroups Lemma, 
[BIB,, r] C O(B,B,). But then, BIB2 = O(B,B,)(B,B, n K,(C,)). So, 
[BIB,, xi21 C O(B,B,), a contradiction. Thus C,(s) has 2-rank 1. In partic- 
ular, K,(N) = A,A, and (z) = 02(A,A2). Now (B,)” = B, . So z E C, - 
Nc8(B,). As / C, : Ncs(Bl)j = 2, x is not a square in C, . So C,(s) = (x). 
Thus (K, s) has dihedral or semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and 
1 N : A,A,K 1 = 2,4, or 8. 
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We shall now build a signalizer functor for the involutions of A, . Namely, 
let V be a 4-subgroup of A, and define, for b E l(CA1( V)), 
MG) = P(G), WWV)> n Cd. 
We remark that for b E I(&), we have z E Z*(C,). 
Let X = [O(C,), V]. By Goldschmidt [7, Theorem 2.31, C,(V) = 
(C(V) n [Cx(v), VJ 1 v E P). Set X(V) = [Cx(v), V]. As C, = O(C,)(C, n C,) 
and X(v) = [X(v), V], we have X(v) _C O(C,,) CA,(v). As [A,, b] C O(As), 
we have X n O(C,) CA,(v) Z O(C,). Thus, X(v) C O(C,). Then, Cxu( V) C 
O(C( V)). So C,(V) _C O(C( V)). Thus, Cs,(c,)( V) C O(C( V)). 
Let Y = B,(C,) n CD, with 6, b, , bb, EI(C,,( V)). Then Cr( V) C 
O(C(V)) _C e,(CQ Also, [Y, YJ C O(C,l) C,z(b,) and, as before, 
So [Y, V] C O(C,). So [Y, Y] C e&J. Thus Y _C 0&J. 
Thus 0, is a balanced B-signalizer functor for all elementary subgroups, B, 
of CAl( V). As A, is 2-connected the usual arguments show that if 
S, E SYI,(C,~( V)) and r, = r,+(A,), the 2-generated core of A, containing 
S, , then W,(V) = (f+,(C,) 1 b E I(&)) has odd order and is normalized by 
r, . Let Nr( V) = No( W,( V)). If E is an elementary 2-subgroup of S, of rank 
at least 2, then No(E) n NG( V) _C Nl( V). 
We now make the assumption that O(CJ g C, for some b EI(SJ. We also 
assume that z E V. Then, 
P(G), VI 2 P(G), 4 f (1). 
Thus, W,(V) # (1); whence N,(V) # G. Also, (O(C,) 1 b EI(~J) # (1). 
Let b EI(SJ and let B be an elementary subgroup of S, of order 8 con- 
taining 6. Let X = Co,,,,(V). Then 
X = (C,(E x V) ( ( B : E ( = 2) C N,(V). 
As [O(C,), V] C W,(V), we have O(C,) _C Nr( V) for all b E I(r,). Let WI = 
(O(C,) 1 b PI). Then W, _C N,(v) # G. So Nr = No( WI) # G. We 
remark that 0(/l,) _C r,; r, = A, if 71 # 9; r,/O(A,) g & if 12 = 9. In any 
case, all G-conjugates of I’, in A, are Al-conjugate. Thus, by a Frattini 
argument, ArN(r,) covers NN(A1)/A1. Clearly, C,(A,/O(A,)) Z NN(rr). 
In particular, A, _C NJr,) C Nr . Then, by Lemma 5.1, A, C IiT,,( Thus 
W 6 SY~~(Z*UWW) and NI = WJ CN~(~- 
Let 6 E I(J’,). Visibly, 
if 71 + 3 (mod 4) 
if 11 = 3 (mod 4). 
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Now, X(b) = C,(,Jb) C O(G) CNN(,q(b) = R(b) a C, . If b # z, then 
R(b) = O(R(b))(R(b) n I$). Th us X(b) c O(K(b)). so X(b) c O(C,). If 
b = .z, analogous reasoning shows that X(x) c O(C,) A, . Now, [X(z), Fr] 
is an odd-order subgroup of O(C,) A, normalized by F, . Hence, [X(x), Fr] C 
O(C,), whence X(z) C O(C,). Th us, for n + 3 (mod 4) and B a 4-subgroup 
of I’, , we have 
O(N,) = (O(C,) 1 be B”). 
In all cases, as O(C,) $ C, for some b EI(F& O(N,) # (1). Let N* = 
N,(O(N,)) # G. Then Nr C N* and, if n 9 3 (mod 4), then N,(B) L N* 
for all 4-subgroups, B, of r, . Now, if 1z # 9, then by a previous observation, 
Nr 2 O(N) N,,,(Ar). If b EI(A~ - {z}), then O(N) NN(A1) covers C,/O(C,). 
Thus C, c Ni for b EI(A~ - (a}), if n # 9. Hence, in all cases, N,(B) LZ N* 
for all 4+ubgroups, B, of r, . 
Let w E ](A,) and let E be an elementary subgroup of CrJw) of order 8. 
Then 
O(G) = <C,(,,JB) / / E: B / = 2) C N”. 
Let W = (O(C,) 1 b EI(A~ u A,)). Reasoning as above, we have 
J/f7 = 
t 
ow*) if n + 3 (mod 4), 
WV*) 44 if n = 3 (mod 4). 
Let M = N&W). Then N*No(A,A,) C M # G. It now follows easily that 
C, C M for all w E I(C(A,O(M)/O(M)) u C(A,O(M)/O(M))). -- 
Let D = K,(M) = 0(&(M)) A,A,. Let D/O(D) = D = A,A,. Let 
t E CM($), tg E CM(& for i,i E {1,2}. Conjugating by suitable elements of 
O(M), we may assume that (z) E Syl,(Z*(K,,(C,))) and (z) E Syl,(Z*(K,,(C,,))). 
Then there exists x E O(K,(C,,)) with P = zg. Then gx-l E C, C M. Then, 
asC,,CM,geMx=M. 
Let X be a subgroup of Mg with Ai C X0(D). Then X 2 Xi with Xi c D, 
X. = X!“‘, and O(D) Xi = O(D) At, Thus, Xi C K,,(Mg) and we have 
&) E &,(2*(x,)) f or some x E O(D) and (zgy) E Syl,(Z*(X,)) for some 
y E O(D). As 0(X,) c O(Dg), we may assume that .z” = .sgg. Sogyx-l E C, CM. 
As Xi c O(D) Ai, C, C M for w EI(X$). As ma(XJ 3 2, 
Thus y E M, whence g E Mxy-1 = M. 
Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 5 of [2] are satisfied. However, the 
conclusion is violated. Thus tracing back, we find that O(CJ C C, for all 
b E I(A,). Thus C, C C, for all b E I(A,). If w E I(C(A,/O(A,)), then O(C,) = 
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(C, n O(C,) I b ~1(C,~(w))). Thus C, C C, for all w E I(C(A,/O(A,)) u 
WWW,))). B u now the arguments of the previous two paragraphs can be t 
repeated without change to show that C, and K&C,) satisfy the hypotheses 
on H and D in Theorem 5 of [2]. Again, the conclusion is violated. Thus, 
this configuration was impossible. 
We have finally shows that s does not permute components of K,,(N). This 
completes the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let r EI(C,,,(S)). 
Proof. (a) Suppose that K,,(C,J,~~(~)) # (1). Let K be a 2-component 
of K,(C,) covered by K,,(C KJ~J(Y)) and let sl E ~*(~o(C,)) n z*(&(CA 
s, E I(G). Let si E 2, E Syl,(Z*(K,(C,))) with r E N, = NJZ,). The analogue 
of Lemma 5.2(c) implies that 
L+(G) = W+W)(W n L+(G)). 
Thus, as s E Z(L+(N,)), [02’(L+(CT)), s] C O(L+(C,)). Suppose that 
L(CKJ~~)) Z (1). As s E N we have F(CKod~)h ~1 _C W(CK,,drN. 
Thus, L(CqN)((r, s)) # (1). But then by Theorem 2.6, L(C+)(s)) # (l), 
a contradiction. Thus, F normalizes each component, Xi, of K,,(N). 
Suppose that n > 10. As L+(CQ~)(Y)) # (l), we may assume that i 
fixes exactly four points in the standard permutation representation of 
(x1, r)/Z(&). Now, s must fix set-wise but not pointwise the fixed 
points of F. But then, [02’(L+(C,Jr))), s] h as even order, contradicting the 
fact that [02’(L+(C,.)), s] C O(L+(C,)). Thus, n is 8 or 9 and we may assume 
that P corresponds to (12)(34)(56) in the standard permutation representation 
of (Jr, Q/2(x1). As s centralizes L+(Czl(f)) but L+(CAl(f)) = (l), it must 
be the case that s acts as (12)(34)(56)(78) in ~r/Z(~r). But then, [s, F] = 
%r E Z(&)#, a contradiction. 
(b) As s normalizes each 2-component of K,,(N), 2 _C C, . Let 2, be a 
<Z, r)-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of Z*(K,,(C,)) and let N, = No(Z,). If 
xl E -WO(CKod~)))#, then ~o(CK,,(czl&)) f (1). As s E -WG(~J), we have 
&iC,) = WW,)) GW,). Thus, if L+(CKo(c,)(y)) f Cl), then 
L+GJ,.,W) f (1). As y> 21 , and N, play symmetrical roles to Y, s, and N, 
this contradicts the obvious analogue of part (a). 
LEMMA 5.5. K,(N)/O(K,,(N)) z A^, . 
Proof. Suppose not. Let 
K,(c,)/0(K,(c,)) = K,(C,) = B1 Y B, Y ... Y Bk . 
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Letr EI(C&)). As R 3 2, &(CKo(N)(r>> f (1). Thus,L+(Cg,Jr)) = (1). 
In particular, r E N(s) = fl:=, N,(,&). Let K(s) = CN(s)(B1) 4 N(s). 
Then i # P E N, = N,/K, . We may assume that S E (2; , S)/Z(&) acts as 
(12)(34) ... (2mi - 1, 2mJ in the standard permutation representation, where 
n==2mi+ri,0<ri<3. 
Suppose that mi >, 5 for at least two i’s. Then, by Lemma 4.1, CA,(s) 
contains a subgroup, rr’, , isomorphic to Ami . Thus CKo(,,,)(s) contains a 
subgroup, H = HcCL’), with H/O(H) E A3 x A,, with mi > 5 and mj > 5. 
Let p be the projection map of N, onto N, and write x for p(X). As every 
involution, x, with x E gi , lies in N, , H _C N, . As i f  x E N, for all such x, 
H (7 Kerp C O(H). Thus H = p(H) c Cng(Z) and R/O(S) c A,, x A,, . 
Now, Ns s A, or S, , where n < 2mi + 3. By Lemma 4.1, the only non- 
solvable section of CNI(Z) is isomorphic to A, , where m < mi + 1, a 
contradiction. 
Thus n < 11. If  mi = 3, then Csi(s) contains a subgroup, Ri , isomorphic 
to GL(2, 3) with (Zi) = Z(RJ c Z, by Lemma 4.2. If  mi = 4, then CJ((s) 
contains a subgroup, Ri , of order 26 generated by involutions. Z(gi) = 
(So , ii> with Zi E Z and So the projection of s into Ri . I f  mi = 5, then Cz((s) 
contains a subgroup, pi, isomorphic to A,. Thus CLOtN)(s) contains a 
subgroup, H, generated by involutions, with H/O(H) = HI Y i7, Y ... Y gk 
and pi as described above. If  r EI(H) with f  E pi , then r $ Kerp. Thus, 
H C N, and Kerp n H C Z*(H). Let Z,, = Z n H. Then, by inspection, 
Z*(H) = O(H) x (2, s). Thus, H n Kerp _C O(H) x (s). Thus, C,(Z) 
contains a section isomorphic to H/O(H)(s). As N, g A, or S, for n < 11 
and as i # f E ?V;, gnB(-) z is solvable. If  m, = 4 for at least two i’s, then 
1 p(H)jz 2 2Q. But ( N, Ia < 28. Thus mi = 3 for some i, whence n < 9. If  
mi = 3 for two i’s, then p(H) involves GL(2, 3) Y GL(2, 3) or GL(2, 3) x 
GL(2, 3), which . 1s impossible by Lemma 4.2. Thus K = 2, n < 9. Thus 
1 C, : N, / < 2. Now C,*(s) contains a subgroup, Ri , isomorphic to A, or /& . 
Thus CK,tN)(s) contains a subgroup, H, with H/O(H) isomorphic to Ri Y Rs . 
Clearly, H C N, . Moreover H n Ker p C O(H). This is impossible by the 
structure of CR8(.%) as determined in Lemma 4.2. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Z = (x). For some s1 E I(S - (z)) with s1 a square in S, 
s1 is G-con$gate to z. 
Proof. The first assertion is clear. By Lemma 4.3, z is a square in C,(s). 
Let g E G with sg = z, C,(s)g C S. Then .zg is a square in S and zg # z. 
Henceforth, we shall write L, , &,(.a), and Qz. for L(N), K,(N), and 
C,(K,,(N)/O(K,,(N)). We use analogous notation for subgroups of C, . Also, 
we shall assume that s is a square in S. As z is a square in C,(s) and 
j C, : K,,(s) Qs 1 < 2, we have z E K,(s) Qs . Likewise, s E K,(z) Qz . 
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LEMMA 5.7. L, = K,,(z). Qz = O(C,) x (z). 
Pef. As (CzlQs)’ s A, = (C,/Qs)’ and as s and E are involutions in 
(CJQJ and (CJQJ’ respectively, fixing at most three points in the usual 
permutation representation, 5 and E must have the same cycle structures when 
regarded as permutations in (C,/Q%)’ and (CJQ,)‘, respectively. Let Cz = 
CzlQz, cs = C,iQs . Then CC>> s CC,(Z). 
Suppose that Y is a 2-element of C, n Qs . Then (s) E Syl,(Z*(K,,(r))). 
Thus C, = O(C,)(C, n C,). Thus, if Y # s, C’CJZ) 2 O(C~~(Z)) C,$S) for 
f = F and for 3 = F$. Thus both 9 and r3 have at most three fixed points in 
the permutation representation of Cz . As A,, has only a one-dimensional 
space of fixed points on the trace 0 submodule of the natural permutation 
module, 1 Z*(Cc$~))ls < 4 by Theorem 4.1(3). Moreover, if 1 Z*(C,z(s))lz = 4, 
then Z*(Cc-Js)) contains an involution with at least six fixed pomts. Thus 
C, n Qs contains no such 4-subgroup, (Y, s). Thus s is the unique involution 
in C, n Qs , whence C, n Qs is a normal subgroup of C, n C, containing the 
unique involution, s. Hence, in the projection onto C* , C, n Qs maps to a 
normal subgroup of Cc,(s) containing the unique involution, S. By Theorem 
4.1(3),this normal subgroup must be contained in O(C~z(~))(~). By Lemma 5.4 
02’(Cz n C,) must project into Cz with kernel of odd order. Thus C, n Qs C 
W’, n GW. As I G,(s)12 = I Ccp>12~ I Cffp)12 = 2. Thus<.+ ESY~~(C,(~)>. 
Writing s = srsa = s,s, with sr E K&x), sa +zQz , we conclude that ss E (a). 
Thus s centralizes QJO(QJ. Thus (z) E Syl,(Q,). Hence Qz = O(C,) x (.a). 
In particular, L, = K,(z). 
LEMMA 5.8. 8 < n < 11. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.7, C,/O(C,) z A^, or s, . Let C;, = C,/Z*(C,). As s 
is an involution in 02(Cz),wemayassume that 8=(12)(34) .**(8m - 1,8m)~C~, 
where n = 8m + Y and 0 < Y < 3. Suppose that m > 1. Let r E CJs) with 
r” = (12)(34). Then r2 = z and Co,((s, r)) contains a nonsolvable section 
isomorphic to A4nI-2 . As f is a product of 4m transpositions in C’, = 
C,/Z*(C,), we may assume without loss that I = (12)(34) ... (8m - 1,8m) E C, 
and r” = (1324)(5768) ... (8m - 3, 8m - 1, 8m - 2, 8m). Thus the only non- 
solvable section of Cc,(r) is isomorphic to A,, and m > 3. But then 2m > 
4m - 2, whence m < 1, a contradiction. Thus m = 1 and 8 < n < 11. 
THEOREM 3.10. G s MC OY G g Ly. 
Proof. Suppose that C,/Z*(C,) is isomorphic to S, for some 1z, 8 < R < 11. 
As all involutions of 02(C,) are G-conjugate to a, all involutions of C, are 
G-conjugate to z by Thompson’s Transfer Lemma. If Y EI(N) with Y 
G-conjugate to z, r” fixes at most three points in the permutation representa- 
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tion of C’, = C,/Z*(C,). As either (12) or (12)(34)(56) lifts to an involution 
in S,, we may assume that n = 8 or 9 and r” = (12)(34)(56) E CZ . Then 
Cc,(r) contains a normal subgroup, K(r), with K(r)/O(K(r)) E a,. Thus 
L+(CcZ(r)) # (l), which is impossible for a G-conjugate of Z. Thus 
cz/o(q 2% A ,^ f or some n, 8 < n < 11. Hence, by Theorem 4.4, either 
G gg MC or G g LyS. 
Now, of course, G = K,(G), violating our assumption that G was a 
minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.1. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 in the case when G has property (A). 
6. THE (MC, LyS}-CASE 
We now drop Hypothesis (A). Thus n = 8 or n = 11. Throughout this 
section, we use the term intrinsic and the notation defined in terms of it, e.g., 
go(G), in the broad sense which encompasses components of type MC or LyS. 
The failure of Hypothesis (A) guarantees the existence of ME 2$(G) with 
M/O(M) gg LyS ‘f 1 n = 11 and with M/O(M) s MC if n = 8. We define 
certain subsets of PO(H) for Ha subgroup of G. 
a(H) = {L E ZO(H) 1 L/O(L) gg an} 
d(H) = (ME 2QH) 1 M/O(M) s MC if n = 8 
z LyS if n = 11 t 
t%?-(H) = CSG(H) u &Y(H). 
We define A(H), M(H), K(H) in the obvious way. If s EI(G), we write 
A, , M, , KS7 Qs for A(G), M(C,), K(C,), Cct(fW(K)>. We remark that 
K(H) is really K,,(H), i.e., the product of intrinsic 2-components of H of type 
X. We drop the “0” for convenience of notation and apologize to the reader. 
With this in mind, we observe that Lemma 5.1 is valid in this new context 
with K,, replaced everywhere by K. As Hypothesis A fails, MS # (1) for 
some s E I(G). We pick t E I(G) such that 
(1) 1 M,/O(MJ[ is maximal 
(2) j K,/O(K,)J is maximal subject to (1). 
LEMMA 6.1. (a) I f  x EI(QJ, then K, = O(K,)(K, n &). 
(b) Suppose that AJO z a,. Then, if x EI(M,), 
Kz = WJK n m 
(c) Suppose that AJO g a, . Suppose that x E I(Mt) and Kt does 
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not cover K,/O(K,). Then K, = M,O(M, n K,) with Mso/O(M,O) s MC 
or Ly and K(&,O(t)) C O(K,) A, . 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, K(C,$(x)) C K, . Thus part (a) follows from the 
maximal choice of t. Now suppose that x EI(MJ and Kt does not cover 
K,.O(K,). Write mt = a1 x Mz x ..* x mk . Suppose first that SE ii?r . 
I f  Z*(A,) n Z*(A,) h as even order, then K, = O(K,)(K, n K,) for some 
z EI(&) and O(K,) n K, C O(K,). Then Kt covers K,/O(K,) by part (a), 
a contradiction. Thus K(C,l(x)) c O(K,) ME. Thus M,JO(M,J contains a 
subgroup isomorphic to xt x Mz x ... x Mk. By choice of t, n/r, has at 
most k components. Thus either .& = (i) or xc s A ,^ . Suppose that 
At = (i). As A,/O(A,) E a,, MS has exactly k - I components by 
maximal choice of t. But then Kt covers K,/O(K,). Thus & E a, and Mz 
has exactly k components. By choice of t, A,/O(A,) g 2, . Thus n/r, covers 
A,/O(A,). Write M,/O(M,) = MO% x n/r,, x ... x mk, and let MO, be 
the full inverse image of ao, in M, . Finally, let Mzo = O(K,) MOE . 
Then K, = Mzo(M, n K,) with M,O/O(M,O) G MC or Ly and K(CM,o(t)) C 
OW,) At. 
Now letp, be the projection of mt onto &?r and lety E I(M,) withp,( 7) = R 
Then x E Z*(A,). Hence K, = O(K,)(K, n K,). Thus parts (b) and (c) 
hold in general. 
Let S E Syl,(M,Z*(A,)). Let a(S) be the set of all elementary subgroups 
of S of maximal rank. Let J(S) = (A E@(S)). Let Z = Z(j(S)). Let 
O(C,) = [O(C,), Z](O(C,(Z)) n C,) for a E A#. 
LEMMA 6.2. 6 is an A-signal&r functor. 
WJcs) = (6(C,) / x E I(J(S))) has odd order. 
Proof. Let a E A#. By Lemma 5.1, K(CK,(a)) _C K, . Moreover, 
02’(CK,(a)) _C K(CK,(a)). In particular, Z _C K, . I f  the components of K, 
are balanced groups, we are done by Corollary 2.3. Thus we may assume that 
some component, E, of ic, = K,/O(K,) is isomorphic to a,, . Let p be the 
projection map of & onto L. We may assume that p(Z) $ Z(E) and that 
L c CK (t). D Letl; be a minimal normal subgroup of Cx,(t) with 
LO(K,)/O(K,) = L. 
Then L _C Mt and LO(MJO(M,) is contained in some component, a, of 
ai = M,/O(M,), by Lemma 6.1. Thus A n L has 2-rank 4. Hence so = 
p(A) has 2-rank 4. Set E = z/Z(z). 
Now let a, E A#. If  p(%r) E Z(i;), th en O(C1(gr)) = (i). I f  p(q) $ Z(L), 
then p(aJ E & . As x0 has 2-rank 3, we may assume that 
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Thus Ozp(r~,))) = ((9, 10, 11)). Hence [O,(C,(a;)), Z] = (i), since 
p(Z) C p(A). Th us, for every quasisimple component, e, of rci, and for every 
a, E A#, [Os(ci;(~~)), Z] = (i). Thus by Corollary 2.2, fl is a balanced 
A-signalizer functor. Thus by Goldschmidt [6], WA = (&C,) 1 a E A#) has 
odd order. As 2 C A and m,(Z) > 2, W, = WA (c.f. [lo]). Thus if B is any 
abelian 2-subgroup of J(S) with Z C B, W, = lVA . Thus WJcs) = WA . 
Set W = Wm , N = N&V, K.N = K(N), QN = CN(~~IO(&)), 
MN = M(N). 
LEMMA 6.3. C,(x) C N for all x E MNQN . 
Proof. Suppose not. Then N # G. If T is an abelian subgroup of J(S) 
of 2-rank at least 2, then W, = W. Thus No(T) c N. If x E MN , x is 
N-conjugate to an element of Z. Moreover, if x E Q,,, , x centralizes some 
N-conjugate of S. Thus we may assume that x centralizes J(S). Then, by 
Lemma 6.1, J(S) contains Z(S,) for some Sylow 2+ubgroup, S, , of K, . 
Thus, by the Frattini argument, C, = K,N,(Z(S,)) _C K,N if m,(Z(S,)) 3 2. 
If m,(Z(S,)) = 1, then, by Lemma 6.1, K,/O(K,) s MC or Ly. Then, 
Z = Z(j(S,)) for some S, E Syl,(K,). Again, by the Frattini argument, 
C, = K,N,(Z) C K,N. 
Let A be an abelian subgroup of J(S) of 2-rank at least 3. As A C C, , 
O(C,) C (C,(E) 1 E C A, m,(E) > 2) C N. Thus it remains to show that N 
covers K,/O(K,). Write K,/O(K,) = Kz = ?i&,z x ml,, x ... x af, with 
Mix s a, , MC or Ly. As MN # (l), MN covers @, for some i, 0 < i <f, 
by Lemma 6.1. Then J(S) n mi, = J(Sir) for some Six E S~ls(&?~~). Then, 
@, = (Nzii,(E) 1 E C J(s) n &&, , m,(E) 3 2, E abelian) c N n K, , by 
Lemma 4.6. Clearly, NR,(J(S) n m+J 3 M,e forj # i. Thus n/r,, L N n K, 
for allj. Thus N covers K,/O(K,), whence C, c N. 
THEOREM 6.4. W = (1). 
Proof. Suppose not, Then N # G. By Lemma 6.3, C, C N for all 
x cI(M,,,QN). Let T E Syl,(N), T C T, E Syl,(G). Then Z(T,) C N and Z(T,) 
centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of MN . Thus, by Lemma 4.5,Z(T,) C MNQN. 
Hence if z,, EI(Z( T,,)), CzO C N. In particular, T,, C N. Thus T = T,, E SyI,(G). 
Suppose that x E I(N) with x G-conjugate to y for some y E I(Z*(A,)MN). 
Write M(N)/O(M(N)) = a1 x M, x *.* x &?k and suppose that (Mlp = 
a2 - Let M(x) = M(Gdx)). As MC-4 = WCM~YN I Y EPWD, it 
follows from Lemma 5.1 that M(x) c ME . M(x) has 2-rank at least 4. Thus 
O(G) = <CO,,,(Y) I Y EWW)) C N- 
Likewise, as M(x) C n/r,, A, C N. Thus A, 6 K(N). However, as x is G- 
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conjugate to y  E I(Z*(A,)IM,), x E .Z*(A,) by Lemma 6.1. Thus x E K(N), 
a contradiction. Thus x E N,(M,) for all i. 
Suppose that x acts as an outer automorphism on mr . Then CM1(x) s M1, 
by Lemma 4.5. LetL(x) be the smallest normal subgroup of CMcN)(x) covering 
all components of CM&x) isomorphic to &Zrr. ThenL(x) CL, by Theorem 2.6, 
sincel(x) = (02’(L+(CL(& y))) 1 y  EI(L(x))). Moreover,L(x) n A, C O(A,). 
As C,(r) _C N for r E@?(X)), we conclude as above that A, C KN , again a 
contradiction. Thus x acts as an inner automorphism on each ai . Thus 
XE MN&. Hence C, C N by Lemma 6.3. Thus A, C KN, whence 
x E Z*(A,) MN . 
Let D be the set of all involutions of G which are G-conjugate to some 
involution of Z*(A,) MN. We have just shown that D n NC Z*(A,) MN. 
Suppose that x ED, y  E D and xy = yx. Then for some g E G, (x, y)Q c T. 
Thus (x, y)" _C Z*(A,) MN . Hence xy E D. Moreover, if x E D n N and 
y  E C,(x), then y  E D n N. Thus, by Aschbacher [l], N,(D n N) is a 
strongly embedded subgroup of G unless D n N = D. Thus, by Bender [3], 
D n N = D, whence N contains the normal subgroup, (D), of G, a contra- 
diction. 
COROLLARY 6.5. O(C,) = (1) for all x EI(Z*(A,)M,). 
Proof. I f  x E I(Z*(A,) M,), then x is G-conjugate to an element of Z. Thus 
O(C,) = (1) by Theorem 6.4. 
Let V = (K, 1 x EI(MJ). 
LEMMA 6.6. O(K,) = (1). Either V = Kt or V = M. x Mt with 
M,, E MC OY Ly. 
Proof. Let x E I(M,). By Lemma 6.1 and Corollary 6.5, K, is a central 
product of quasisimple groups as is K(CK,(x)). Moreover, it is clear that 
G,(x) = K(C&)) x Coo&) for x EIWG). If  Y ~I(K(G&))), then 
CK~(Y) = K(CK~(YN x C&J(Y) and %K,)@) c CO(Q( Y)- BY symmetry, 
G(K,)(x) = C,CKJ(Y) = G,,,(xY>~ As OK,) = (C,,KJ(~ I v  E <xv Y>“>> 
C,jw) = K(CK,(o)) x O(K,) for v  E Vs. 
Suppose that x, y  E I(M,) with x # y, xy = yx and K E M1 , y  E &?r . By 
Lemma4.5, (K(Cml(x), K(Q(y))= mr.Thus K = (K(C,t(er)) 1 w~(x,y)#) 
covers K,/O(K,). Also [K, O(K,)] = (1). Thus Kt = K x O(KJ. Hence 
Kt = K, O(K,) = (1). 
Suppose that A, p An . Then by Lemma 6.1, K, C Kt for all x EI(M~). 
Thus V = Kt . Suppose that A, r &, . Pick x, y  EI(MJ with xy = yx, 
x # y. By Lemma 6.1, K, = M,,, x Al, x M, x M3 x ... x M, with 
A, C Mm, Mar z MC or Ly and A,, = CM,(x). As y  E A,, , K, = 
M,,, x Al, x M, x ... x Mk with Al, = C,J y). Set M, = M,,, . As 
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Ml = (A,,, A&, N,(M,,) 1 MO x Ml x M, x ..* x Mk . By Lemma 5.1, 
as k > 1, M = M,, x M, x ... x Mk C M(N,(M,)). By maximal choice 
of t, M = M(N,(M,,)). If y EI(M), then by maximal choice of t, Mv = 
M(C,(y)). Thus I’ = M. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1 .l by showing that a minimal 
counterexample, G, does not exist. 
THEOREM 6.7. G does not exist. 
Proof. As G is a counterexample to Theorem 1.1, G # NG( V) = N. By 
Lemma 5.1, V _C K(N). Then by maximal choice of t, V = K(N). Z(V) C 
Z(A,) c Z. Moreover, if x EI(M(N)), x is V-conjugate to an element of Z. 
Thus O(C,) = (1) for x E I(Z( I’) M(N)). For E a 2-subgroup of V, define 
V(E) = (K, / x EI(E)). If EC M(N) and m,(E) > 2, then V(E) = V. 
Thus N,(E) c N for all such E. 
Set R(N) = Z(V) M(N). Let y E~(R(N)). By Lemma 4.6 and a Frattini 
argument, C, C N. 
Now as in Theorem 6.4, 1 N j2 = 1 G I2 an d if D is the set of all involutions 
of G which are G-conjugate to some involution of R(N), then D is a normal 
set of involutions which is closed under commuting products. Moreover, if 
x E D n N and y E C,(x), then y E D n N. Thus, by Aschbacher [l], either 
N,(D n N) is strongly embedded in G or D n N = D. Both possibilities are 
untenable, the former by Bender [3] and the latter since N # G. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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